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The Puzzle of Positive Results: Myocardial Revascularization

David S. Jones, M.D., Ph.D.

The coronary-sinus reduction described by Verheyse et al. in this issue of the Journal (pages 519–527) revives an old therapeutic concept. Between 1948 and 1968, Cleveland surgeon Claude Beck performed coronary-sinus ligation in more than 1000 patients, aiming to improve myocardial oxygenation. Despite Beck’s reports of impressive efficacy, few surgeons adopted his techniques. The history of this procedure and of other abandoned techniques of myocardial revascularization provides invaluable perspective on continuing efforts to treat coronary artery disease (CAD).

As CAD’s prevalence increased in the early 20th century, physicians pursued it aggressively, using an astonishing range of surgical procedures. The common understanding of CAD as a mismatch between oxygen supply and demand suggested two basic strategies: increase blood flow to the heart or reduce demand for it. Some surgeons reduced myocardial oxygen demand by disrupting sympathetic innervation to the heart through sympathectomy or alcohol injection (1924, 1926, 1929; see box for historical references in the Journal). Others reduced metabolic activity with thyroidectomy (1933). Surgeons also tried to bring new blood to the heart by ligating the internal thoracic arteries to shunt blood through pericardiophrenic collaterals (1957a, 1959) or by implanting the internal thoracic arteries into the myocardium (1957b).

Beck’s work was particularly innovative. Beginning in 1932, he created “extracoronary communications” by abrading the epicardium with a burr and by grafting pericardium, thoracic muscles, lung, diaphragm, stomach, spleen, omentum, or mediastinal fat onto its surface. Simply increasing supply was not enough. Beck believed that coronary occlusions created patchy myocardial ischemia. The juxtaposition of adequately and inadequately oxygenated tissue produced an electrical imbalance, “an irritable focus,” that triggered ventricular fibrillation — the heart, in effect, “electrocutes itself” (1960). To ensure an even distribution of blood, Beck elicited “intercoronary communications” by dusting the heart with irritants to create vascularized scar tissue. He tested powdered beef bone, iron filings, formaldehyde, horse serum, and dried, sterilized, human skin, but “powdered asbestos produced the most desirable result.”

Other surgeons reengineered the heart’s venous drainage to improve myocardial oxygenation, inspired by the observation that angina often disappeared with right-sided heart failure. Had increased venous pressure somehow improved myocardial perfusion? Could the same effect be achieved by ligating the coronary sinus? In 1935, Louis Gross and colleagues in New York proposed such ligation would dilate the coronary sinus. Despite good laboratory results, Beck abandoned this procedure because of unacceptable mortality (>25%) among patients. The other operation combined partial ligation of the coronary sinus with abrasion of the epicardium, application of asbestos powder, and grafting of mediastinal fat. This procedure provided a modest increase in blood flow and, more important, ensured more uniform perfusion, reducing the risk of “self-electrocution.”

Results were gratifying. Beck reported that 32% of 295 survivors studied were “completely or almost completely free of pain and have taken no medicaments since operation.” Another 62% had only occasional pain. Patients who’d been incapacitated before surgery resumed their previous jobs or engaged in “some kind of gainful work.” Eleven of 13 had significant improvement on ballistocardiography; 17 of 20 gained relief from “distressing and alarming” arrhythmias. Surgery im-
proved skin temperature in 21 of 23 patients who’d had cold feet — “an objective measurement,” wrote Beck, “which must be accepted as fact.” Long-term follow-up of 137 consecutive patients revealed mortality of just 13% rather than the expected 30%.

Beck’s results are puzzling, given the operation used to achieve them. Other early revascularization procedures had similar success. Boston surgeons implanted internal thoracic arteries in 40 patients between 1964 and 1966. Angina “all but disappeared” in 5 of 20 patients followed for more than 1 year and was “markedly reduced” in 11 (1966). Angiography revealed “distribution of dye throughout all branches” in some patients (1966). Coronary flow, measured with 85Kr-tagged saline, and myocardial physiology, as assessed by lactate extraction, improved as well.

These revascularization procedures initially generated enthusiasm. Surveying the field in 1956, one of Beck’s collaborators found 50 thoracic surgeons in the United States, and at least another 20 in Europe and Israel, who had attempted surgical repair of coronary disease in a total of more than 1200 patients. A 1957 editorial declared that these efforts “have placed the myocardium in a class by itself as an object of surgical assault” (1957a). However, none of these operations saw “wide general use.”

While just hundreds of patients underwent surgery for CAD each year in the late 1950s, hundreds of thousands died from it.


How does this history help us understand the current report? The new coronary-sinus reducer bears little resemblance to Beck’s techniques. Beck performed a thoracotomy to place a 3-mm-diameter loop around the sinus, combining that with abrasion, abrasion, and grafting. Verheyen et al. pursued the same physiological outcome more benignly, through endovascular insertion of a flow-limiting stent. Beck urged...
surgeons to operate early, because “advanced disease is practically hopeless from the surgical point of view.” Verheye and colleagues reserved sinus reduction for the sickest patients, who were not candidates for angioplasty and bypass surgery. Nonetheless, the history offers important lessons.

First, physicians have been remarkably ingenious in designing interventions against CAD and startlingly willing to try them in patients, despite uncertain physiological rationales. Internal-thoracic-artery ligation generated excitement in 1957 even though the Journal deemed it the “most implausible operation of all” (1957a). Montreal cardiac surgeon Arthur Vineberg dismissed skeptics who feared that artery implants would simply produce intramyocardial hematomas (1957b). Early advocates of balloon angioplasty weren’t sure whether the procedure compressed plaques, stretched vessels, or triggered a “self-healing process” (1979). Even now, Verheye et al. admit that the precise mechanism of action of coronary-sinus reduction “remains unclear.”

Second, many of the procedures produced surprisingly good clinical outcomes, especially in the uncontrolled case series typical of early reports. Modern readers may dismiss such results as false positives, the result of spontaneous symptom resolution, placebo effects, physician enthusiasm, inappropriate controls, and lack of randomization. However, early researchers were not naive. Beck knew that it was notoriously difficult to judge clinical outcomes in CAD, that other surgeons would be skeptical of his techniques, and that his enthusiasm might bias his results. He deliberately adopted a “conservative point of view” and endorsed only treatments backed by experimental studies, clinical outcomes, and postmortem analyses. Even if his methods wouldn’t pass muster today, Beck’s procedures may have done something, through physiological or psychological mechanisms of therapeutic efficacy, that we don’t yet understand.

The past cycles of enthusiasm and disillusionment with myocardial revascularization have produced consensus about the need for rigorous clinical research. Trials with a sham-intervention control have often been decisive, as in the case of internal-thoracic-artery ligation and many procedures since (1959). There have even been calls for such trials of angioplasty for stable angina (2014). Expecting skepticism, Verheye and colleagues used sham controls and well-characterized outcomes in hopes that rigor would produce convincing results. It’s too soon to know whether the revival of sinus reduction will succeed or become another of the many techniques of myocardial revascularization that have been tried and discarded.

Disclosure forms provided by the author are available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org.
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